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Untitled (Jump-up), 2012. Installation view ‘12th Adelaide Biennial of Australian Art’, Art Gallery of South Australia, Adelaide. Found crystal and glassware, nylon-coated stainless-steel wire, steel, timber.
Courtesy of the artist and Ryan Renshaw, Brisbane. Generously supported by Arts South Australia.

ALL IS NOT WHAT IT SEEMS:
THROUGH THE GLASS WITH NICHOLAS

Ideas are like rabbits. You get a couple and learn how to handle them, and pretty soon you
have a dozen.
John Steinbeck (1902−1968)

I

deas, like rabbits, abound in Nicholas Folland’s art but, in his care, they breed at a more thoughtful pace and hop about a lot less. Rather than having a practice built around a central idea, he has
several overlapping interests; there are, however, themes in Folland’s work that he has explored
extensively over the last decade and a half. Focusing on sculpture and installation, Folland reconfigures familiar household objects, interior fixtures and whitegoods, and found crystal and glassware into
sublime new assemblages, often with a sense of chaotic beauty combined with fragility and tension—
small miracles perhaps. With Folland’s art, you need to be prepared to alter initial perceptions, or as
author Terry Pratchett proposes, ‘… to believe in things that aren’t true. How else can they become?’1
It is also useful to succumb to the artist’s playfulness and whimsy.
Folland’s wide interests extend to the systems of hypothesising, analysing and recording used to map
known and almost-known worlds and, over the last few years, these interests have played out in two
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large and intriguing installations using found crystal
and glassware.2 One was a recently commissioned
work for ‘Parallel Collisions: 12th Adelaide Biennial of Australian Art’ at the Art Gallery of South
Australia in early 2012. Several artworks in ‘Parallel
Collisions’ performed a kind of trespass, particularly
in the old Elder Wing of the Gallery, with strategically placed work by artists such as Jonathan Jones,
Tom Nicholson and Rosemary Laing. Positioned
with these works in the Wing, Folland’s Untitled
(Jump-Up) was the most visible trespass or intervention (perhaps a more appropriate description) in
the traditional salon-hung home to mostly colonial
paintings, sculpture and objects.
In a site quite familiar to the artist—he grew up
in Adelaide and frequented these galleries—Foleyeline 76
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left and centre: Untitled (Jump-up), 2012. Installation views ‘12th Adelaide Biennial of Australian Art’, Art Gallery of South Australia, Adelaide. Found crystal and glassware, nylon-coated stainless-steel wire, steel,
timber. Courtesy of the artist and Ryan Renshaw, Brisbane. Generously supported by Arts South Australia. right: Floe, 2009. Installation view Samstag Museum of Art, Adelaide. Domestic crystal glassware, woven nylon
thread, dimensions variable. Photography Samstag Museum. Courtesy of the artist and Ryan Renshaw, Brisbane.

FOLLAND RECONFIGURES FAMILIAR HOUSEHOLD OBJECTS … INTO SUBLIME
NEW ASSEMBLAGES, OFTEN WITH A SENSE OF CHAOTIC BEAUTY COMBINED
WITH FRAGILITY AND TENSION.
land suspended, waist high, two thousand cut-glass
utensils, each hanging from a translucent thread
from the ceiling and grouped closely together. You
first see it from a distance and, depending on the
view taken on approach, it looks either like a chandelier gone askew or sparkling, floating islands. The
bottom layer is completely flat, enhancing the floating effect. Positioned in the middle of the Wing it is
precarious, both in location (in the centre of a walking space) and in its physical makeup (all manner of
found crystal and glassware: cups, goblets, dishes,
bowls, plates and other servers). Close by, in a glass
case, there is a key link to the installation. It is a
nineteenth century, six-branch silver candelabrum
by Adelaide manufacturer H. Steiner and, with the
addition of tiny cut-glass bowls placed in the candle
holders, it becomes a table centrepiece to display
side dishes. Folland also mentions another link:
there are many paintings in the Wing that, one way
or another, depict the ocean, or show views looking
to or from the sea. This way of seeing the world, he
notes, may well relate to our colonial past and our
arrival by ship to this island, Australia, as his own
forbears had done in the late 1830s.
The shape, however, of Folland’s Untitled (JumpUp) is modelled on a caldera, a cauldron-like volcanic feature formed by the collapse of land following
a volcanic eruption. If at sea it is the circular land
form, mountains or island segments that remain
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above the water. In the fifteenth century BCE, a volcanic eruption of exceptional violence occurred
on the island of Thera (now Santorini) one hundred and ten kilometres north of Crete, destroying its
ancient cities. Did this mark the destruction of Atlantis, the story of which Plato gave to the world
eleven centuries later? Was there ever, in fact, such an island as he described, the home of an advanced
culture and the centre of a great empire?3
In developing his work, it is to this Mediterranean island and the questions surrounding it, that Folland
was drawn. But it is not so much the physical shape itself that has attracted him, as interesting as the
small group of Greek islands that make up Santorini actually are. Nor is it, Folland says, the ‘archaeology
or hard evidence that inspires our romantic attachment to Atlantis, but rather our desire to speculate
that miraculous places can and do exist’.4 This kind of thinking appears to infuse a great deal of his art.
Folland goes on, ‘It is with this same romantic and speculative spirit that Australia was first described
by Europeans as the Antipodes … Speculation seduced early travellers to … experience the wonders of
the world beyond the horizon’. Hypothetical islands, whether they are Atlantis or Terra Australis with its
60,000 plus-year-old civilisation (an alternate Atlantis perhaps), ‘can spark our imagination with fantastic
creatures and mysterious sceneries’. It is a desire for the mythological shining place beyond the seas and
beyond our ken, where anything might be possible.
Visually and conceptually similar to Untitled (Jump-Up) was a floating glass installation Folland created three years earlier for the exhibition ‘Colliding Worlds’ at the Samstag Museum in Adelaide. Floe was
one of several of the artist’s works that linked to the theme of exploration. Inspired by the topographical drawings of legendary explorer Robert Scott, it presented—again using found glassware suspended
individually from the gallery’s ceiling—a sweep of half-imagined Antarctic coastline, viewed as it might
be seen and sketched from a boat at sea. ‘Folland’s Antarctica, however, is more an inspirational idea
than a navigable place’, wrote Samstag’s Erica Green, it ‘emulates Antarctica’s grave and stark simplicity,
confirming its timeless identity as an unconquered frontier of mysterious and fragile beauty’.5
Over the last decade, working with glass has become a focus for Folland. I think I was asleep …,
was the first in a series of four quite magical works—creatures almost—using glass and ice. The first
three were chandeliers, each different in their configuration. I think I was asleep … was installed at the
Contemporary Art Centre of South Australia (CACSA) in 2003 and is now in the National Gallery of
Victoria’s (NGV’s) collection. The chandeliers incorporated crystal glass, metal chain and light globes,

Clockwise from top left: The door was open; Untitled, 2012; I think I was asleep, 2003; A job for tomorrow, 2009; Anchor.
Courtesy of the artist and Ryan Renshaw, Brisbane.

combined with a refrigeration unit—a compressor with coiled copper pipes, similar to what you might
find hidden at the back of a domestic freezer. The door was open … (2006), in the collection of the
Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney, is a similar work to the NGV’s but, while this one has the
refrigeration unit concealed in the ceiling above the rose from which it hangs, the NGV’s unit is on the
floor with the chandelier hanging at a jaunty angle mid-way between floor and ceiling. In A job for
tomorrow … (2009), the chandelier, with eleven lights lit using a twelve volt system, does not hang; it
sits on a cold stainless steel bench, its ‘heart’ covered with ice. Will it be overcome, its yellowed lights
going out one by one?
The central orbs of each of these haunting chandeliers are slowly being enveloped in layers of ice
(or appear to be). Do these artworks allude to a potential for climatic disaster? Or just a general sense
of vulnerability and unpredictability? As I write it is the hundredth anniversary of the sinking of the
Titanic and, seen in this context, these works are reminiscent of images of objects from the stricken
liner being seen again. It is as though these iced-up chandeliers are from the depths of a strange ocean,
cold, eerie and melancholic. ‘… this series’, explains Folland, ‘has developed from an interest in the
parallels between our relationship to extreme environmental forces and our ability to reproduce these
conditions for exploitation within the home; heating, cooling, lighting …’6

The fourth ‘frozen’ work was in that somewhat
ungainly named but handsome travelling exhibition
‘Tour de Force: In Case of Emergency Break Glass’
at Artisan in Brisbane in 2010. Folland’s dramatic
tableaux, Casual Acquaintance – the Sceptic, had the
frozen orb this time placed in a crystal glass bowl on
a linen doily on top of a recycled dark-timber sidetable, the refrigeration unit hidden partially within
its half-open drawer. While Folland was the one
inclusion in this show (of eight artists) with no formal
affiliation with glass in terms of specific training, he
fitted in well. Close in concept to Casual Acquaintance
was Folland’s delightful suite of crystal glass and
reproduction-furniture assemblages, called ‘Domestic Distractions’, seen at Ryan Renshaw Gallery in
Brisbane in late 2011.
Prior to this exhibition, in mid-2011, I saw Folland
at Canberra Glass Works where he was using recycled
crystal items to cast glass twigs from branches of
trees, all part of a series of cast forms for a new project—begun earlier at Adelaide’s JamFactory glass
studio. Folland says he has used glassware a lot in his
practice because it has a specific affinity to his ideas.
With much of his art, particularly (Untitled) JumpUp, this affinity is in part a nostalgic relationship
to his and our histories. ‘We all recognise the glass
work’, he says, ‘it’s something that perhaps we don’t
have in our own homes, but our parents and grandparents would have had it’. This cheap glassware is
now readily discarded and ‘there’s something really
quite nice in the value-adding of materials like this.’7
For Folland, glass is really the narrative prop, ‘the
support character in [his] habitually dramatic tableaux, never the diva’.8 But this may not always be
accurate. With the glass comes a sense of physical
and emotional fragility which Folland invests to great
advantage in stylish works that also suggest potential calamity; a sense that these carefully contrived
scenarios may go awry at any moment. This is life.
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